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Cherish the cherry pickers because

their numbers are heartbreakingly 

limited in Canada. Tree planters for the

forestry service, Canadian-born, do well

transitioning to picking cherries.

Otherwise, seasonal agricultural workers

from Mexico and the Caribbean have the

back for this work. 

Nowhere is the crisis more 

pronounced than in British Columbia’s

Okanagan, Similkameen and Creston

Valleys where sweet cherry production is

expanding to about 4,500 acres. But in

Ontario’s Niagara peninsula, where 

cherry production is shrinking and about

four per cent of B.C.’s industry, it’s the

cost of workers that is the competitive

issue. Two growers, on either sides of

the country, share their stories.    

Lakelee Orchards, owned by Ron

Troup, is one of the largest growers of

sweet cherries in Ontario with 16 acres.

But he’s quit renting one property and is

now marketing two-thirds of historical

volumes from home base at Jordan

Station. 

“Last year was a tough year,” says

Troup. “We had a great crop but ended

up juicing some cherries. That’s kinda

sad.”  

The Ontario chain stores pre-order

American product whose volumes 

pressure prices of local product. With 

rising minimum wages, there is no 

incentive to increase acreage for the

high-input crop. 

Continued on page 3
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Growers caught short-handed for hand harvesting 

Canada’s sweet cherry harvest is about to start in British Colombia and Ontario. However, there’s a worry that not enough workers will be available for hand harvesting
the highly perishable crop. Delays by Service Canada in processing seasonal agricultural workers from Mexico and the Caribbean are fraying the nerves of growers.
Fortunately, Adolphus Joseph, a Trinidadian, is one of 45 offshore workers who has arrived safely at Lakelee Orchards, Jordan Station, Ontario.  He’s been coming for six
years. Photos by Glenn Lowson.  
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Final Safe Food for
Canadians Regulations
published     

Canada’s Ministers of Health

and Agriculture and Agri-Food

have announced that final Safe

Food for Canadians Regulations

were published in Canada

Gazette, Part II (CGII). The

regulations come into force

January 15, 2019.

While the regulations 

primarily address important

food safety and traceability 

matters, there is a significant

trade and commerce element of

particular interest to the 

produce industry. Canadians

who buy, sell or negotiate the

sale or purchase of fruits and

vegetables inter-provincially

and internationally will be

required to be a member in

good standing of the Fruit and

Vegetable Dispute Resolution

Corporation, unless excepted

from the regulations. The

requirements are outlined in

Part 6, Division 6 Fresh Fruits

or Vegetables, Subdivision C

Trade of Fresh Fruits of

Vegetables, paragraphs 122(1),

(2) and (3).

“This is an important 

milestone for DRC,” notes

president & CEO Fred

Webber. “When the DRC

opened in 1999, one of the

founding principles was to work

towards single ‘body’ licensing

in Canada to integrate the

CFIA Licensing and Arbitration

Regulations requirement for a

Produce Licence with the

requirement for a DRC 

membership. The new 

regulatory requirement fulfills

that objective.” It will be

important for non-Canadians to

ensure when they are 

purchasing from or selling to an

entity in Canada they only

transact with a DRC member in

good standing.

A section of the DRC 

website is dedicated to the

SFCR and includes background

information, a list of exceptions

as well as a self-assessment tool

to assist in determining if one is

subject to the regulatory

requirement. The information is

available in English, French,

Spanish, Chinese and Punjabi. 

DRC offers members a 

common set of trading 

standards and member 

responsibilities that promote

the fair and ethical trading of

produce entering the North

American marketplace as well

as a full range of mediation and

arbitration services. “In addition

to fulfilling a regulatory 

requirement, a DRC 

membership is good business

and provides an additional layer

of risk management,” added

Webber.

Source:  DRC June 14, 2018 news
release 
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Federal agriculture minister

Lawrence MacAulay hosted

U.S. agriculture secretary

Sonny Perdue in his home

province of Prince Edward

Island on June 15.  One of

the stops was at Rollo Bay

Holdings, Souris, the potato

farm of brothers Ray and

Alvin Keenan.  

Chris Cervini, owner and

CEO, Lakeside Produce, has

announced a 15-acre build

near Mills River, North Carolina. The $23 million investment is

the first of a three-phase plan for organic and conventional 

greenhouse tomatoes. Lakeside Produce is headquartered in

Leamington, Ontario. 

During the 10th World Potato Congress in Cusco, Peru, an

industry award ceremony recognized three individuals who have

pledged their careers to the potato industry. They are: Dr. Anton

J. Haverkort, The Netherlands, ING. Alberto Salas Lopez, Peru

and Dr. Gary Secor, United States. (Pictured in middle)

Belinda Kemp, a senior scientist in oenology at Brock’s Cool

Climate Oenology and Viticulture Institute (CCOVI), is high-

lighted in the latest edition of the LCBO’s Vintages magazine in

a feature about wine industry innovators from around the world.

She’s been a trailblazer in research on aroma and flavour in

sparkling and appassimento wines, splitting her time between

researching priorities identified by the grape and wine industry

and providing outreach and support to that community. Kemp’s

laboratory dubbed ‘The Bubble Lab’ is recognized for its

sparkling wine research. Five years ago, 40 Ontario wineries were

producing sparkling wine.That number has ballooned to 90. 

Welcome to Chris Duyvelshoff, who is

joining the Ontario Fruit and

Vegetable Growers’ Association as crop

protection advisor effective September

4, 2018. Most recently, he’s been a

sales representative for Syngenta

Canada, focussed on fruit, vegetable

and ginseng production. Previously, he

worked in agricultural extension in

Nova Scotia, spending five years with

Perennia as the provincial tree fruit

specialist. He has gained practical 

experience working with growers on product selection and 

conducting on-farm research trials of new materials. Duyvelshoff

has earned a bachelor’s of science degree in agriculture with a

horticulture major from the University of Guelph as well as a

master’s of science in plant agriculture. His thesis focused on the

use of plant growth regulators in apple production. 

The Grower warmly welcomes Becky

Dumais to the role of editorial 

assistant. Her focus will be on writing

and curating newsworthy, sharable 

content for its readers on its digital 

platform, Fresh News from the

Grower. She has a range of editorial

experience, most recently as a 

freelance writer for the past two years

at FreshPlaza.com, interviewing grow-

ers across a broad array of commodities

in Canada. Over the course of her

career she has been published in many consumer and trade 

magazines. When not ‘working’ she enjoys experiencing rural

events and farmers’ markets. Becky is a journalism graduate from

Sheridan College. She can be reached at: 

becky.dumais@thegrower.org.   

L-R: Lawrence MacAulay, Sonny

Perdue, Ray Keenan

Nora and Norm Charbonneau are proud of their strawberries sold at their Hi-Berry on-farm retail centre,

Port Elgin, Ontario. Photo by Glenn Lowson.

Becky Dumais

Chris Duyvelshoff
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“Sweet cherries tend to be

smaller in acreage per grower,

primarily geared towards 

on-farm, pick-your own with

only a handful of commercial

sized growers.” says Sarah

Marshall, general manager,

Tender Fruit Growers of

Ontario.

Cherries will always be part

of the mix at Lakelee Orchards

which is also a major pear and

peach grower. Officially part of

the Greenbelt, Troup’s land

base is zoned for agriculture so

he doesn’t see pressure from a

land-use perspective. However,

the province’s increase of 

minimum wage to $14 per hour

is causing angst.

“Our labour bill will be up an

additional $480,000 this year,”

says Troup. “We won’t be able

to get the cost increase out of

the marketplace. Labour now

constitutes 60 per cent of our

costs!”

In British Columbia, the

largest sweet cherry grower,

Jealous Fruits, is also facing an

increase of minimum wage to

$12.65 per hour effective June

1. But more worrisome is that

access to the Seasonal

Agricultural Worker Program

has been hindered by Service

Canada delays in processing

paperwork.  

“We planted 120 acres of

sweet cherries this past spring,”

explains David Geen, owner,

Jealous Fruits. “But the timing

of worker arrival was delayed by

three to four weeks this past

spring.”

What government personnel

don’t understand, he explains, is

that cherry growers pay the

price years down the road.

Delayed planting means the

trees will likely take an extra

year to reach full maturity and

producing capacity. That’s

beyond the best-case scenario of

properly timed planting which

is five years for a cherry tree.

Currently, Jealous Fruits own

700 acres of bearing cherry

trees, plus the aforementioned

new plantings of 120 acres.

Those figures include this past

spring’s purchase of Dendy’s

Orchards near Kelowna. 

“This gives us diversity of

elevation, from 1,100 feet to

2,600 feet, to spread out 

different maturing varieties,”

says Geen, whose home base is

in Winfield. “Half of our

acreage is grown at 1,800 feet

elevation and higher. And the

purchase of the Dendy 

operation gives us diversity

north to south in the

Okanagan.”  

Geen’s diversification 

strategies make sense with

Summerland’s breeding 

program for later-maturing 

cherry varieties that don’t 

compete with the main harvest

season of Washington state. The

American behemoth in cherries

predicts a harvest of 22 million

boxes in 2018, while British

Columbia aims to produce two

million boxes, mostly in August. 

The trade war brewing

between the U.S. and China has

American growers on edge

about shipping cherries to this

Asian market, which historically

takes big volumes of sweet

cherries. They don’t know what

the tariff will be when the fruit

arrives. As a result, American

shippers are apt to flood other

Asian markets, as well as North

American markets. 

“It’s a really volatile situation

that makes me a little nervous,”

says Geen. “In theory the

Canadian grower will be able to

take advantage of short supplies

in China, but at the price of

other markets being 

oversupplied with U.S. fruit.”

The unsaid conclusion is that

cherry prices could fall precipi-

tously in a chain reaction.

“What is so upsetting is that

we export high-value cherries,”

says Geen. “That’s exactly what

the Canadian and provincial

governments have encouraged –

through breeding research, 

market access programs and

trade shows. There’s a huge

amount of risk and it seems that

the dots are not connected

across government departments

to Service Canada about the

economic engine we have

here.”

British Columbia’s sweet

cherry industry is valued at 

anywhere from $100 to $130

million dollars a year, with a

spinoff value several times 

higher to equipment suppliers

and contractors. Jealous Fruits

plans to double shift its process-

ing plant at Winfield for the

first time this year, at eight tons

of cherries per hour. Ground has

been broken for a new plant to

open in 2020. With more

automation, this plant can

process 20 tons of cherries per

hour. 

In a nutshell, this is how the

cherry industry works. It’s a

postcard for the Canadian and

B.C. governments promoting

agri-food exports abroad.  

“But there’s no point in

growing a perfect cherry, if you

can’t get the fruit off the tree,”

says Geen. 

At the peak of the season,

July and August, Geen will

employ a thousand seasonal

employees, of which 650 will

come from the Seasonal

Agricultural Worker Program. As

of mid-June, he still needs 500.

Despite earnest lobbying efforts

by the B.C. Fruit Growers’

Association and the Canadian

Horticultural Council, as well as

outreach to the B.C. minister of

agriculture, the coming days are

fraught with worry about

whether there will be enough

pickers.  

“It’s a huge concern,” says

Geen. “I honestly don’t know

who is going to get off the

plane.”

For a “Behind The Scenes” 
podcast with David Geen visit 
www.thegrower.org/podcasts
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Growers caught short-handed
for hand harvesting 

Ron Troup, Lakelee Orchards, Jordan Station, Ontario is fortunate to get 45 seasonal agricultural

workers this season. However, labour costs will soar to 60 per cent of operational expenditures.  

David Geen, president of Jealous Fruits, Winfield, B.C., needs a thousand seasonal workers at peak of

sweet cherry season, to harvest 700 acres in the Okanagan Valley. (Photo by Jealous Fruits)

But there’s no point in growing a perfect cherry,
if you can’t get the fruit off the tree.

~ DAVID GEEN

“

“
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Some people regard frozen

vegetables as a disappointing

alternative when fresh veggies

are not available. But that is

likely to change with new 

methods of preparing food for

cold storage.

Dr. Tony Savard and his

team from Agriculture and 

Agri-Food Canada’s (AAFC) 

St-Hyacinthe Research

Development Centre re-

examined the usual way of

treating vegetables -blanching -

which refers to briefly heat-

treating the vegetables before

freezing. While this method is

helpful for ensuring food safety

and preventing freezer burn, it

also affects the taste and texture

which some people don’t like

even when nutritional value is

retained.

The team worked with

Bonduelle Amérique as part of

the Canadian Food Innovator

research cluster, to come up

with a fresh alternative for pro-

cessing vegetables for freezing:

partially drying them using low

doses of microwaves combined

with a vacuum process. Doing

so avoided the breakdown of

vegetable tissue that happens

with freezing and thawing. This

innovative method preserves

the natural flavour and even

improves it in certain cases,

while still ensuring food safety.

Furthermore, the texture of the

vegetables is maintained.

“New markets are possible if

we can improve the taste of

frozen vegetables and maintain

high standards of food safety,”

says Dr. Tony Savard, research

scientist, AAFC. 

Whether or not a consumer

picks a frozen option likely

depends on their previous 

experience with frozen foods.

And with healthy choices being

so popular among Canadians,

creating frozen foods that are

both healthy and tasty is impor-

tant. As such, Dr. Savard and his

team will continue exploring

new options for preserving the

veggies that we love to eat.

Ultimately, if new methods

of food preservation can be

developed then new markets

will also be opened. The

domestic market for preserved

fruits and vegetables is valued

at $7.5 billion. The export 

market is also strong, worth

more than $3 billion in 2015,

according to Statistics Canada.

That same year saw almost $6.5

billion in total revenue. There

are more than 17,000 Canadians

employed in the sector, 

contributing in different ways to

produce great food options.

With so much economic activity

generated it is important to

identify what food areas can be

improved upon.

The findings emerged from a

“research cluster” organized

between government and 

industry. Bringing together

expertise from the public and

private sectors has generated

positive results like this new

preservation method. Best of all,

it’s helping Canadians find

something both healthy and

delicious to eat!

Key discoveries 

• Soggy onions and peppers no

more! New preservation

method improves natural

flavour and maintains texture

during freezing and thawing.

• Food processing industry will

have new tools to preserve 

vegetables, which may open

new markets.

Source:  AAFC May 23, 2018 news
release

Making frozen veggies tasty

A first person account from Cusco, Peru –
host of the 10th World Potato Congress

CROSS COUNTRY DIGEST

QUEBEC

ALBERTA

TERENCE HOCHSTEIN

I feel very privileged and

blessed to be able to go back to

the birthplace of the domesti-

cated potato, where our industry

of today all began -- somewhere

between 5000 and 8000 BC. To

witness the Sacred Valley and

Machu Picchu and to see one of

the new Seven Wonders of the

World is to say the very least,

humbling and awe-inspiring. 

Our modern-day agriculture

with our irrigation and crop 

rotations can be witnessed in a

very rudimentary way going

back to the 14th century when

two of the great Inca rulers,

Pachacutec Inca Yupanqui and

Tupac Inca Yupanqui, built

Machu Picchu. Their 

construction of agricultural 

terraces, store houses (granaries)

and water conveyance was, in

many ways, the beginning of

what we are using today in our

practices. The positioning of

their storages high on the

mountain sides not only protect-

ed food from flood but heat and

decay as well. Nothing went to

waste as there was no guarantee

that next year would provide a

crop. The Inca’s knowledge of

rotating crops to prevent disease

and pests was evident in their

history.  

The practices that we use

today have withstood more than

600 years and still hold true. It

is believed that one of the first

agricultural research sites of the

Inca’s was at Moray, Peru. Here,

the Inca’s grew crops at 11,500

feet to see what could survive

and flourish and what could not.  

In talking to other delegates

to the 10th World Potato

Congress, we in North America,

are not on an island all by 

ourselves when it comes to 

disease and pests. Late blight

continues to be a major factor in

all growing areas of the world.

Surprisingly, a relatively new

disease to us, Dickeya, that is

becoming a greater concern

every year, has been around for

quite some time in other areas

of the world. It is a disease that

continues to baffle the scientific

world in how to control and

combat it.

Terence Hochstein is executive 
director, Potato Growers of
Alberta. 

Red peppers are fragile to the effects of blanching and freezing.

But new preserving methods help to keep their flavour and 

texture. 

This amazing site of magnificent construction, to this day, has

archeologists still not fully understanding its entirety.
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Agriculture and Agri-Food

Canada researchers in

Fredericton are exploring envi-

ronmentally friendly solutions

to manage Potato Early-Dying

complex (PED), a disease that

is limiting yields in many potato

fields in eastern Canada.

PED is a disease complex

caused by a combination of a

fungal disease (Verticillium wilt)

and root-lesion nematodes. 

With few available treat-

ments, a process called biofumi-

gation is being used by some

growers to manage PED.  The

process involves tilling mustard

plants into the soil at a specific

stage of growth with enough

heat and moisture in the ground

to induce a chemical breakdown

of the plant material.

“As the mustard decompos-

es, it releases a chemical that

reduces Verticillium wilt

pathogens without adverse

effects on the environment,”

explains Dr. Dahu Chen, AAFC

plant pathologist at the

Fredericton Research and

Development Centre.

As a side effect, mustard 

biofumigation also delivers

green compost into the soil,

improving soil health.  There is

some evidence that the severity

of PED symptoms is reduced in

healthy soils. 

“The disease has been

around for a long time, but it is

now identified to be a major

factor limiting tuber yield in

New Brunswick,” says Dr.

Chen, who is studying the 

problem with colleague, AAFC

researcher Dr. Bernie Zebarth.

“The pathogen can survive

in the soil for a long time, even

through the harshest winter

conditions of eastern Canada,”

explains Dr. Chen. 

Dr. Chen and Dr. Zebarth

are now working with industry

partners, including Potatoes NB

and McCain Foods Canada, to

determine the effectiveness of

mustard biofumigation through

trials in commercial fields. 

Multiple frosts in early June

have reduced prospects for the

wild blueberry crop. This is

hard news for Nova Scotia

growers who have suffered

rock-bottom prices of 20 cents

per pound in the last two years. 

“Overall in the province, we

estimate that crop loss this year

is probably in the range of 50 to

60 per cent, depending on crop

conditions for the rest of the

summer, “ says Peter Rideout,

executive director, Wild

Blueberry Producers

Association of Nova Scotia.

“Some fields will not be 

harvestable, in terms of the

amount of crop that’s there.”

“We’re continuing to 

monitor fields to see how the

remaining fruit develops,” he

says.“Some coastal areas were

not as hard hit and will have

nearly normal yields -- subject

to having normal rainfall --

while the major inland fields in

northern Nova Scotia were hit

very hard.”

The association is continuing

to assess fields and will update

the situation.

An environmentally friendly solution to 
potato early-dying complex

Frosted blues

NEW BRUNSWICK

NOVA SCOTIA

A field of mustard is tilled into the ground as part of Agriculture

and Agri-Food Canada’s research into solutions for Potato Early-

Dying complex.
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Cusco, Peru proved to be the ideal

location for the milestone 10th World

Potato Congress held in May. 

Recognized as the most important

international event for potato scientists

and businesses, the event was organized

by Peru’s National Institute for

Agricultural Innovation (INIA), part of

the Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation

(MINAGRI), in collaboration with the

International Potato Center (CIP), the

National Agrarian University La Molina,

Peru’s Ministry of Foreign Trade and

Tourism and the Peru country office of

the UN Food and Agricultural

Organization FAO.

Nearly 900 scientists and potato

industry representatives participated in

the extensive program which saw a range

of speakers address the themes of 

biodiversity, food security and business

and also included field tours.

The event was held alongside the

Latin American Potato Association

Congress and opened by Peru’s

President Martin Vizcarra who warmly

welcomed delegates f rom around the

world.

In her address during the opening Dr.

Barbara Wells, director general of the

International Potato Center, Lima, Peru,

offered thoughts and insight on the 

challenges of solving world food short-

ages. “The potato is a powerful tool for

reducing hunger and malnutrition and

the crop's potential for helping relieve

poverty has not been explored," she

added.

Though the program was heavily

weighted to science and technical 

presentations, several speakers skillfully

connected science and business.

Plenary

Ambassador Kenneth M. Quinn today

serves as president of the World Food

Prize Foundation. He spent 32 years

working for the U.S. State Department

and has served as the United States

Ambassador to Cambodia. 

In 1970, Norman E. Borlaug was

awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for a 

lifetime of work to feed a hungry world.

He subsequently founded The World

Food Prize, which emphasizes the

importance of a nutritious and 

sustainable food supply for all people.

The Prize is the foremost international

honour recognizing achievements of

individuals who have advanced human

development by improving the quality,

quantity or availability of food in the

world.

Recipients who have made vital con-

tributions have originated from such

countries as: Bangladesh, Belgium,

Brazil, Cape Verde, China, Cuba,

Denmark, Ethiopia, Ghana, India, Israel,

Mexico, Sierra Leone, Switzerland,

Uganda, United Kingdom, the United

Nations and the United States.

Ambassador Quinn outlined the truly

inspiring contributions of a number of

the winners since inception of the award.

His moving Opening Session 

presentation resonated with delegates,

sending a clear and positive message that

all efforts to improve the quality and

access to food are critically important as

he called on participants to rise to the

challenge of feeding the more than nine

million people who will inhabit the

Earth by 2050.

The subject of a presentation by

World Bank executive director, Dr.

Maximo Torero, was Potato Technology

and World Trends. He underlined the

mis-match between a 40 per cent

increase in global potato production

since 1990 and a doubling in the volume

and a 400 per cent increase in the value

of potato trade in that time. He said that

most of that increase in trade has been in

frozen product, such as French fries,

which can easily be marketed and

shipped globally. However, that means

much of the increase in the global value

of potato production has been confined

to developed countries, with just four

countries – Belgium, Netherlands,

Canada and the U.S. -- accounting for

more than 80 per cent of frozen fry

exports. Just six per cent of world potato

production is globally traded, compared

to 17 per cent for grains.

Research & technical sessions

Climate Change and Potato Agri-food

Systems, Trends in Potato Consumption

& Markets, Potato Variety Development

and Biotechnology, Potato Pests and

Diseases, Potato Crop Management,

Potato Biodiversity & Its Relation to

Nutrition and Health headlined the

research and technical sessions program,

which included a Canadian connection.

Dr. Gefu Wang-Pruski, professor of 

molecular biology in the Department of

Plant, Food and Environmental Sciences

at Dalhousie University’s Faculty of

Agriculture and Dr. Eugenia Banks. Dr.

Wang-Pruski’s presentation: Phosphate

for Protection of Potato Leaves and

Tubers against Phytophthroa infestans and

the presentation by Dr. Banks on Early

Warning Signs of Late Blight Using

Passive Spore Traps were both well

received. Dr. Wang-Pruski and Dr.

Banks are both well-known and have

been actively involved in the Canadian

Horticultural Council’s science clusters.

Awards

A Congress tradition is the Industry

Award Ceremony held to recognize 

individuals who have devoted their life’s

work to the potato industry. The deserv-

ing 2018 industry award winners are: Dr.

Anton J. Haverkort (The Netherlands),

Alberto Salas Lopez (Peru) and Dr. Gary

Secor (USA). 

Field trips

Field trips are always a Congress

highlight and with trips to INIA

Agricultural Experimental Station

Andenes and the Potato Park, this year

was no exception. On May 31, 

participants had the opportunity to join

one of the two trips organized to the

sites known for their potato conservation

and research. 

The Andenes Experimental Station is

about an hour’s drive from Cusco and is

nearly 4,000 metres above sea level. It is

run by Peru’s National Institute for

Agricultural Innovation (INEA) and uses

terraces that have been growing potatoes

for more than a thousand years. The site

comprises 33 agricultural terraces 

supported by stone walls that were 

constructed by the Incas. Twenty

exhibits were scattered across two of

those terraces and scientists from INIA

and CIP provided field and greenhouse

demonstrations on subjects such as:

native potato biodiversity; efforts to

breed more resilient, high-yielding,

nutritional and climate-smart varieties;

seed potato production technologies; and

tools to improve the detection and 

management of potato late blight. Tour

participants were able to see what is

believed to be the earliest potato

species, Moreliformia Haw, the basis of

potato production almost ten thousand

years ago and one of 140 species held at

the location. 

Potato Park

The Potato Park is a collaboration of

six indigenous farming communities and

the Peruvian non-profit ANDES

Association dedicated to in situ preserva-

tion, research and the sustainable use of

approximately 1,400 native potato 

varieties. A unique model of holistic 

conservation of the Andean traditional

landscape with a focus on conservation

of agrobiodiversity, it is also the centre of

origin of the potato, nurtured for 

centuries by the deeply rooted local food

systems of the Quechua peoples. The

region is home to eight known native

and cultivated species and 2,300 varieties

of the 235 species and more than 4,000

varieties found in the world. The Park

maintains the crop’s biological and 

cultural significance and includes a 

community-managed genebank and

seedbank.

Continued on next page

PERU HOSTS 10TH WORLD POTATO CONGRESS

Biodiversity, food security 
and business are top themes

Dr. Maximo Torero, executive director, World Bank.

Machu Picchu, Peru.



Ireland will host 11th World

Potato Congress in May 2021

The Irish Potato Federation

will host the 11th World Potato

Congress in Dublin in May,

2021. The Ambassador of

Ireland to Peru, Barbara Jones,

and representatives of the 2021

Local Organizing Committee

were in Cusco to participate in

the closing ceremony and

accept the handoff of the World

Potato Congress flag as the next

host.

About the World Potato

Congress

The World Potato Congress

is the premier global network-

ing organization creating 

opportunities by facilitating

links of communication and

information sharing throughout

the world potato community. 

The Congress creates a value

chain network to lead sustain-

able growth and development

of the potato to meet increased

global use and demand. World

Potato Congress Inc. is a non-

profit organization supported by

a group of volunteer directors

representing potato jurisdictions

around the world. 

Since its first edition World

Potato Congress Inc. has 

developed its strategy in order

to become a global potato 

organization to be a major driver

to promote the potato crop and

consumption in developed and

developing countries. The UN

International Year of the Potato

in 2008 highlighted the 

potential of this healthy and

versatile staple food. 

The Congress event brings

together potato professionals

from all over the world and

illustrates that all links of the

global potato chain feel the

need to meet and share ideas

and knowledge, promoting the

potato. Congress events are

hosted in partnership with local

host committees. To learn more

visit www.potatocongress.org.

Anne Fowlie has been actively
engaged in Canada’s horticulture
industry since 1978, including a
produce sales desk, market 
development and 17 years as CHC
executive vice president. Today she
is a member of the Board of
Directors of the World Potato
Congress and also manages special
projects for the Dispute Resolution
Corporation.
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Gains in processing contract 
settlements welcomed in 
North America     

PERU HOSTS 10TH WORLD POTATO CONGRESS

POTATO CONTRACT TRENDS

Biodiversity, food security
and business are top themes

SCOTT HOWATT 

Here is an overview of contract settle-

ments reached across North America

between potato processors and their

growers, as reported by the Potato

Marketing Association of North America

(PMANA). With several years of looking

at the trends, I have taken the liberty to

speak to the need for processing growers

to better align their potato production

with their contracted volumes as a 

management tool to help improve their

financial sustainability.  

I have reminded growers that acres of

‘open potatoes’ create an over-supply

which has provided the basis for the

downward pricing pressure exerted by

processors during the contract talks of

the past four years.

The 2018 contract settlements 

re-enforced these laws of supply and

demand. The year-over-year, global

demand for frozen potato products 

continues to grow at record rates and all

North American processors are either

ramping up or expanding their process-

ing facilities to help fill this increased

demand. To help accomplish this,

processors identified the need to secure

more contracted volume of quality 

potatoes. The increased demand for 

finished frozen product, combined with a

tighter supply of quality, processing

potatoes in many North American grow-

ing regions necessitated an increase in

the value of processing contracts.

In the Pacific Northwest, processors

and growers agreed to improve the 

contract values, and in most cases, 

settled on two-year deals with increases

for the growers in both years. Lamb

Weston started this trend in mid-January

when their Columbia Basin growers

agreed to field-run price increases (5.1%

for 2018 and 4.0% for 2019). These 

significant contract value increases

reportedly came with additional volume

for some of Lamb Weston’s growers. 

Within the next four weeks, J.R.

Simplot and McCain Foods matched

these contract settlement values with

their Washington growers. Growers in

Malheur, Oregon and in Alberta followed

the two-year settlement trend, but the

gains for these growers were more 

modest (6.5% in Oregon and 4.4% in

Alberta total gain over two years) due to

unique circumstances in both these

growing areas.  

Meanwhile, in the American midwest

and in Manitoba, talks between proces-

sors and growers focused on one-year

deals. The settlements in North Dakota

(4.2 % increase) finished before mid-

April. In Manitoba, however, contract

agreements took until the last week of

April with J.R. Simplot and went to a

May 7 grower vote with McCain Foods.

In the end, Keystone Potato Growers

accepted separate one-year offers (both

valued as 7% increases) with McCain

agreeing to pay an additional two per

cent to improve their freight assistance

and their Ranger Russet contracts to 

better align with the Simplot contracts in

Manitoba.

While talks stalled in the midwest,

the Potato Processing Committee in

Prince Edward Island entered contract

mediation with Cavendish Farms on

April 4 and took an offer to PEI process-

ing growers on April 9. Growers voted to

accept the two-year deal (valued at 5%

for 2018 and 4% for 2019. In addition,

this agreement has a further $0.157 per

hundredweight improvement to the

Prospect contracts from a year ago.

Five weeks later, the growers of New

Brunswick report their settlement is

worth $0.485 per cwt (approximately 5%)

in 2018 and $031 per cwt (approximately

3%) in 2019. On the same day, the ABC

processing growers in the state of Maine

finished with McCain Foods and agreed

to a two-year deal (valued at 6% for 2018

combined with a rollover of the 2018

contract into 2019). This marks the third

consecutive year that McCain Foods’

contract settlements with their Canadian

or Maine growers are the last settlements

among the big four processors. 

Again, this year, I will caution 

processing growers to plant their acres to

align with their contracted volumes. The

gains in our North American contracts of

this past negotiation season have been a

long time coming for most growers, and

without fail, an oversupply of processing

quality potatoes in the spring of 2019

will provide processors with the negotia-

tion ammunition they need to claw back

these increases for those with one-year

contracts for 2018 only. 

Be aware, if the one-year deals in the

midwest of North America or Idaho* 

falter due to oversupply, the processors

who agreed to two-year terms will most

likely be demanding a reduction in their

contract pricing in the spring of 2020. 

* Note that on February 13, 2018, Idaho
removed themselves from the PMANA mem-
bership and currently, there is no negotiation
report from that state.  

Scott Howatt is processing coordinator for
the Prince Edward Island Potato Growers.
This article is reprinted with permission from
the Prince Edward Island Potato News.  

The first World Potato Congress was held in 1993 in
Charlottetown. Since then, it has traveled to all continents:

1994 – Harrogate, United Kingdom 
1997 – Durban, South Africa 
2000 – Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
2004 – Kunming, China
2006 – Boise, USA
2009 – Christchurch, NZ 

2012 – Edinburgh, Scotland
2012 – Edinburgh, Scotland
2015 – Yanqing, China,
2018 – Cusco, Peru
2021 – Dublin, Ireland

Potato Park
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ASSOCIATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2018

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Chair Jan VanderHout, Waterdown
Vice-Chair Bill George Jr., Beamsville
Fruit Director Norm Charbonneau, Port Elgin
Veg Director Mike Chromczak, Brownsville
Director John Thwaites, Niagara-on-the-Lake

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Apples Charles Stevens, Newcastle
Fresh Vegetable - Other Kenny Forth, Lynden
Tender Fruit John Thwaites, Niagara-on-the-Lake
ON Asparagus Grws’. Mkg. Brd. Mike Chromczak, Brownsville
GGO/Fresh Grape Growers Bill George Jr., Beamsville
Fresh Vegetable - Muck Jason Verkaik, Bradford
ON. Potato Board Shawn Brenn, Waterdown
Small Fruit/Berries Norm Charbonneau, Port Elgin
ON. Ginseng Growers’ Carl Atkinson, St. Williams
Greenhouse Jan VanderHout, Waterdown
Greenhouse George Gilvesy, Tillsonburg 

OFVGA SECTION CHAIRS

Crop Protection Charles Stevens, Newcastle

Environment & 

Climate Change Mike Chromczak, Brownsville

Property Brian Gilroy, Meaford

Labour Ken Forth, Lynden

Safety Nets Mark Wales, Alymer

After a very intense 

campaign the votes were cast on

June 7 and Ontario now has

elected a Progressive

Conservative Government.

This is certainly going to mean

change in the province but what

will that change look like and

how will it affect Ontario 

farmers and in particular fruit

and vegetable growers.

There were some significant

promises made by the PCs as

they campaigned for the 

election and I think that they

intend to keep as many of these

promises as they can, especially

the policies that would affect

Ontario growers. We should

fully expect that the minimum

wage will stay at $14 per hour

for some time while the 

economy catches up with the

$2.40 spike that was 

implemented on Jan 1st 2018.

This is the best that producers

could hope for under the 

circumstances. And even

though the load of January’s

increase is heavy we should feel

the load lighten over the next

several years.

Cap and Trade will almost

certainly be on the way out

although I really do not know

how quickly that can be 

executed. It will be very 

interesting to see how Mr. Ford

deals with federal policy around

mandatory carbon pricing.

Although I agree with 

eliminating Cap and Trade I

really hope that we can find a

balance between an open-for-

business policy and being

responsible stewards of the

land, air and water. It will serve

the PCs well in the next 

election if they are 

implementing practical policy

towards environmental 

sustainability without crippling

agriculture, economic growth,

manufacturing and business in

general.

Premier Ford also promised

us lower hydro rates which on

the surface sounds great. I do

question how these lower prices

will be accomplished. No doubt

the hope will be to find 

efficiencies in the hydro 

companies’ operations, which

once implemented, should drive

prices down while maintaining

the highest possible level of 

service and dependability to

Ontario Hydro users. Even if

this is a possibility it would 

likely take years to accomplish

this goal to the point where rate

payers would enjoy the savings.

Creating an “Open-For-

Business” climate will certainly

put farm operations that want to

expand or modernize in a better

position to do so especially if

there is a trickledown effect to

the municipal governments.

For this to take effect the 

government will need to ensure

that the culture in the civil 

service adapts to this new 

open-for-business model.

Such a major change in the

representatives at Queen’s Park

will also present OFVGA with

the task of cultivating some new

relationships with our new 

agriculture ministry as well as

other key ministries such as

environment, energy, and

labour to name a few. It will be

important to present OFVGA as

the voice of horticulture for

Ontario just as Ontario

Federation of Agriculture and

Christian Farmers’ Federation

of Ontario are the voice of agri-

culture. Many new members to

the legislature may not be

familiar with who the key sector

leaders are. We will help them

to understand the major 

contribution that Ontario

Horticulture makes to the 

economy and GDP as well as

the jobs and supply industries

that are built on fruit and 

vegetable production in

Ontario. It will also be a goal to

build relationships with the

New Democrats, the opposition

party, to ensure they are asking

the correct questions of the 

government.

The new government will

need to sympathize with the

impact that our increased 

minimum wage is having on our

ongoing viability as growers.

We will work diligently to find

ways to keep our industry afloat

as we adjust to the $14 per hour

minimum wage rate. I fully

expect that the PC government

will listen closely to our chal-

lenges so they can maintain our

standing as a significant portion

of business in Ontario and a sec-

tor that is worth keeping viable.

It is important for all Ontario

Agriculture that our Agriculture

Minister takes a leadership role

on the trade file.  Minister Leal

played a strong role on the trade

file in the last few years which

at first I thought should be left

to the federal government.

After further reflection, I am

convinced that as Canada’s

largest province, Ontario must

show leadership among the

provincial and territorial 

ministers in their interactions

with the federal government.

Having connections to the 

governors in some of the key

agricultural states may also play

a huge factor in stilling the

waters of trade controversy.

North American trade, and

NAFTA in particular, is very

complex and the needs of

Ontario farmers must be attend-

ed to in order to keep the bor-

der fluid in both directions for

agricultural and food products.

This could be the biggest hur-

dle for our new government to

get over as they face the huge

learning curve before them.

I look forward to working

with the new government and

all its ministries.  I really hope

and intend to be part of the new

government’s consultation as

they strive to accomplish their

goals.  Together the OFVGA

and the Government of Ontario

will ensure that “Good things

grow in Ontario” for years to

come.

How will a PC government affect growers 

JAN VANDERHOUT
CHAIR, OFVGA 

CHAIR’S PERSPECTIVE

WEATHER VANE

Ontario’s strawberry crop is in full swing. June-bearing varieties are winding down with high temperatures that propelled the season forward. But 
day-neutral varieties will replenish stocks until October. Will Heeman, chief daymaker for Heeman’s, handles strawberry sales and all marketing and 
customer relations. Active on several social media channels, he helps to drive consumer traffic to their on-farm retail store at Thorndale, Ontario. 
Photo by Glenn Lowson.  
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Add Canadian culinary

activism to the list of 

unexpected consequences that

could arise from U.S. President

Donald Trump’s threat to 

punish Canada. 

You’ll recall that immediately

after the G7 summit in Quebec

City in June, Trump said he

would hit us with tariffs because

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau

said we wouldn’t be pushed

around in NAFTA negotiations.

“That’s going to cost a lot of

money for the people in

Canada,” said Trump. “He

learned. You can’t do that. You

can’t do that.”

Wrong. Trudeau can say

whatever he wants. As long as

the Maple Leaf flies above our

soil. Trump clearly doesn’t

know we hold our sovereignty

as dearly as Americans hold

their independence. He doesn’t

know we’re not going to bend

over and be spanked by him,

without a fight.

And he surely doesn’t know

he’s dealing with the likes of

Anita Stewart.

Order of Canada recipient

Stewart, whose Canadian 

culinary pedigree is among the

finest ever, forecasts a new

emergence of national pride in

food here as a result of Trump’s

antics. 

Stewart, one of the first 

people to widely connect

Canadian food and Canadian

farmers, won’t have it. And

she’s calling on other Canadians

to join her.

“Canadians really are pretty

polite and even quite 

diplomatic,” she says, “but we

profoundly dislike being called

names and even more than that,

we despise lies, particularly

when our farmers and 

manufacturers are the targets.”

She says that when Trump’s

“bent-outta-shape politics” 

topple common sense and the

international friendship that's

lasted for centuries, we need to

realize that Canadian tolerance

must change. 

Says Stewart: “It's time for

Canadians to celebrate and 

honour our own, to become

more food-literate with one 

simple goal – that is, culinary

sovereignty -- so that no nation,

ever, can hold Canada hostage

on a capricious political whim.”  

If you were around in 2003,

you’ll know Stewart has a track

record for taking action for ag

when the chips are down. That

year, communities were 

devastated from the BSE crisis. 

But as Stewart notes, it was an

economic disaster that did not

become a culinary disaster.

Back then, she rallied the beef

industry, media, chefs, the

University of Guelph, some

decision makers and sponsors –

as well as thousands of

Canadians -- and created the

World’s Longest Barbecue. She

called on Canadians to support

their beef sector by grilling

homegrown steaks and burgers

at 6 p.m. on the Saturday of that

August long weekend. 

At that point, she became

largely responsible for helping

change the course of pride in

Canadian food.

The BBQ reverberated

across Canada and beyond.

Ultimately, still driven by

Stewart, it went on to become

Food Day Canada, promoting

and celebrating the outstanding

ingredients of our nation, as

well as the people involved in

putting such deliciousness onto

Canadians’ plates – not only

livestock producers, but 

everyone, fruit and vegetable

producers included. 

Food Day Canada’s goal is to

ensure that for at least one day

of the year it will be impossible

for any Canadian consumer,

anywhere, to ignore the culinary

and agricultural talent that is

part of our collective story. 

Stewart has relentlessly 

campaigned to have the August

holiday weekend officially tied

to Canadian food and 

agriculture. But despite the

groundswell at the grassroots

level, she hasn’t had much luck

with Ottawa.   

However, she’s hopeful

Trump’s threats will shake up

Parliament Hill enough to

prompt some action. Most 

lately, a long-standing, three-

year-old bill to support a 

national local food day, Bill C-

281, has gone to committee,

proposed by Kootenay-

Columbia MP Wayne Stetski. 

That bill proposes a local

food day be recognized in

October. Stewart says Stetski

would be better served by 

associating it with Food Day

Canada, which has already

existed for 15 years and has

accomplished such measures as

listing 150 Canadian ingredients

for consumers to patronize –

again, including many Canadian

fruits and vegetables. 

“Together we can make a

powerful statement as to the

nature of the real Canadian 

cuisine and become the only

nation on earth with a truly

national food day,” she wrote

him last week. “It will serve

Canada well from coast to coast

to coast and will be an example

of great political leadership and

how, in these turbulent times,

we Canadians can and must

work together. Our combined

resources would be amazing.”

Our food system is under

fire. No matter how the politics

play out nationally or globally,

this is the time for fierce loyalty

and coordinated action.

URBAN COWBOY

Culinary activist predicts Trump will prompt more Canadiana
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By the end of May, Ontario

producers participating in the

Self-Directed Risk Management

(SDRM) Program for Edible

Horticulture will have received

their second government 

contribution for the 2017 program

year. Producers who already

requested a withdrawal for the

full amount of their account for

2017 automatically received the

additional funds that were added

to their account.

Those producers who 

requested a partial withdrawal or

who have not yet requested a

withdrawal can find a withdrawal

request form on

www.agricorp.com and submit to

Agricorp by mail or fax. If you are

not sure if you have funds to

withdraw from your SDRM

account, you are encouraged to

contact Agricorp.

Producers who have made a

deposit can withdraw funds to

cover a reduction in income, an

investment in risk management

tools, or other expenses or losses

related to your farm operation.

Producers are reminded that

government contributions for

SDRM are taxable when they are

deposited, not when they are

withdrawn. Funds left in SDRM

accounts from this year or 

previous years do not earn 

interest; therefore, it is more 

beneficial to withdraw the funds

so they can be put to use.

It is important to note that the

timing of when funds are taxed

for SDRM is different than

AgriInvest, where funds are 

taxable upon withdrawal.

As a final note, by now most

eligible producers will also have

received their payment from the

Edible Horticulture Support

Program (EHSP). The EHSP is a

$60 million program developed

by the Ontario government to

recognize additional production

costs being faced by producers.

The program uses SDRM to

identify eligible producers and

payment amounts. Half of the

program payments are delivered

this year, while the remaining

funds will be paid to producers in

2019.
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July 5 Haskap School, University of Saskatchewan, 

Saskatoon, SK

July 6 Haskap Field Day, University of Saskatchewan, 

Saskatoon, SK 

July 12 Sweet Corn and Pumpkin Grower Twilight 

Meeting, Indian River Acres, Indian River, ON 

7 pm to dusk 

July 12 Wild Blueberry Producers Association of Nova 

Scotia Field Day, Sargent’s Receiving Shed, 

Parrsboro, NS 

July 16-18 Federal-Provincial-Territorial Agricultural 

Meetings, Vancouver, BC 

July 17 Canadian Potato Council Summer Meeting, 

Edmonton, AB

July 17-18 Canadian Horticultural Council Apple Working 

Group Meeting, Summerland, BC

July 22-25 International Fruit Tree Association Summer 

Tour, Kelowna, BC 

Aug 2 Nova Scotia Summer Orchard Tour, Kentville, NS

Aug 4 Food Day Canada 

Aug 7-10 National Association of Plant Breeders, University 

of Guelph, Guelph, ON 

Aug 11-12 Perth Garlic Festival, Perth, ON

Aug 14-15 North American Strawberry Growers’ Association 

Summer Tour, Northern California (Watsonville) 

Aug 17 Carrotfest, Bradford & District Memorial 

Community Centre, Bradford, ON 

Aug 17 University of Lethbridge Potato Research Chair’s 

Open House, Alberta Water and Environmental 

Building, Lethbridge, AB 9 am and 1:30 pm tours 

Aug 18 Garlic is Great Festival, Newmarket, ON 

Aug 21-24 International Carrot Conference, Madison, WI 

Aug 22 Ontario Potato Research Day, Elora Research 

Station, Elora, ON

Aug 23 U.S. Apple Outlook and Marketing Conference, 

Swissotel, Chicago, IL 

Aug 23 Ontario Potato Field Day, HJV Equipment, 

Alliston, ON 

Aug 30 Ontario Biennial Grape Research Tailgate Tour, 

Niagara peninsula, ON 9 am-3 pm

Sept 5-7 Asia Fruit Logistica, Hong Kong

Sept 8-9 Stratford Garlic Festival, Rotary Complex, 

Stratford, ON

Sept 11-13 Canada’s Outdoor Farm Show, Woodstock, ON

Sept 16 Toronto Garlic Festival, Artscape Wynchwood 

Barns, Toronto, ON 

Sept 18 Berry Growers of Ontario Summer Tour, 

Willowtree Farms, Port Perry, ON 

Sept 18-22 International Plowing Match and Rural Expo, Pain 

Court, ON

COMING EVENTS 2018

BITS AND BITES

SDRM update
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Last month we talked about

the trend of retailers shifting

their consumers to shop on line.

We continue to see this trend

expanding at an alarming rate.

Just recently Loblaw has set up

pick-up boxes for food orders at

Shoppers Drug Mart locations.

There is also an opportunity for

producers and processors to sell

direct to consumers on line. We

are going to explore the 

subscription model as it is

becoming very popular with the

convenience shopper.

We have seen the popularity

of meal kits such as Hello Fresh

and Chef’s Plate. They offer a

number of meals ready to 

prepare, delivered each week.

They include recipes and all of

the items you will need to make

the meals and often there is a

guarantee of ready to eat in 30

minutes. Growers can find

opportunities with this channel.

You can also use this model to

sell direct to consumers.

Subscription models are the

next evolution in direct selling.

Producers who have developed

the CSA boxes have been doing

this for years but now this

model can be automated and

grow beyond local consumers.

Subscription boxes include

everything 

A few years ago this model

was not really very popular but

recently consumers have

embraced the option of making

a commitment to a product or

group of products. The conve-

nience of having a product

delivered regularly without any

work on the consumer’s part is

attractive to a segment of the

population. Dollar Shave Club

is the famous example people

use but there are thousands of

other subscription boxes 

available. Many of them include

food and some of the items you

are selling.

Check out www.cratejoy.com

and explore the opportunities.

They are positioned as 

innovative, time-saving, gift

ideas. Years ago we would think

of giving a magazine subscrip-

tion as something that would

continue through the year; this

is the new version. You can find

almost anything and pay close

attention to the food section.

Advantages of the subscription

model

We share insights each

month into how you can sell to

retailers. This option avoids

retailers all together. You sell

direct and control the relation-

ship with consumers. This can

be very advantageous, as you do

not depend on anyone other

than your business to keep your 

consumers happy and on your

list. No disappointing store 

execution, missed purchase

orders or competitors under 

cutting you.

You can use social media to

promote your offering. If you

have a sizeable list of devoted

fans you can generate some good

volume from your existing base.

The subscription model

depends on consumers making

a commitment to you for a 

period of time. Imagine 

knowing you had 1,500 people

committed to you for the entire

season for a particular offering.

You could plan for it and have

regular steady cash flow coming

in.

Convenience and unique

offerings are more important

than price to these shoppers.

You have to deliver value but

they, not a retailer, define that.

You can mix different items

together to deliver that value. 

Shipping fresh is much easier

than it used to be. Hello Fresh

and Chef’s Plate are doing it

thousands of times each week

across Canada. With the proper

packaging and cold chain you

can reach almost anywhere. You

are no longer restricted by 

geography that you or your 

customers can reach.

What do you need for a 

subscription model?

You need a dedicated

resource. When consumers

make a commitment to you in

this channel they expect 

execution. They know they are

paying a premium for 

convenience so you need to

deliver. This cannot be 

something people do when all

of the other work is done. The

people working in this must be

very good at promoting your

offering on social media, 

communicating with consumers

on-line, keeping payment

smooth and painless and 

invested in the subscription box

being delivered each month.

You need an email list that is

compliant with all of the new

regulations around this. There

are customer relationship 

management applications you

can use to maintain the list and

communicate with your 

customers. You have to 

continuously reinforce to them

that it is a good thing.

Developing relationships with

consumers on-line is very 

different than in person.

You must have the ability to

execute. These relationships are

different. They can be a loyal

customer for a long time and

one customer could gift your

item to multiple households.

They are also gone forever

when they leave. You need to

exceed their expectations to

keep them.

As a supplier in the food

industry it is your job to sell

your products. On-line is an

integral part of that job now.

Whether you are leaving the

transaction to your customers in

their on-line platform or you are

doing it yourself you need to be

aware of the changes and what

the impact is on the end user.

Check out the options on-line

and experience it as a 

consumer, not a supplier.

If you have any questions

about selling your products

please give me a call at (902)

489-2900 or send me an email at

peter@skufood.com.   

WHAT’S IN STORE?

Focus on getting your products

into the shopping cart

There are three things I like

about this Chromczak Produce

asparagus tag:

1. On the front it suggests a use

for the product some consumers

might not think of. BBQ is not

something everyone tries with

this product. We do it with

some balsamic vinegar, olive oil,

salt and pepper but I am sure

there is a big percentage of

homes that don’t. They are giv-

ing consumers a reason to buy.

2. On the back they provide a

quick tip to remove the sand

from the tips. Nothing worse

than sand in your mouth so they

provide a quick and easy solu-

tion everyone can do.

3. They say Thank You for

buying the product. Whether

that resonates with everyone is

debatable, but what I do like is

they are talking to the con-

sumer, not at them. There is a

big difference and talking to

them is much more effective.

Check out your packaging to

see if it is delivering on some of

these opportunities for your

product. 

Peter Chapman is a retail 
consultant, professional speaker
and the author of A la Cart-A 
suppliers’ guide to retailer’s 
priorities. Peter is based in Halifax
N.S. where he is the principal at
GPS Business Solutions and a
partner in SKUfood.com, an on
line resource for food producers.
Peter works with producers and
processors to help them navigate
through the retail environment with
the ultimate goal to get more of their
items in the shopping cart.  
peter@skufood.com

RETAIL NAVIGATOR

Subscription models are the next evolution in direct selling 

PETER CHAPMAN

Subscription boxes, for example, can include organic produce.

Labels suggest a use for the product.

Labels recommend best preparation of the product.
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With added mandates and

rules in the transportation

industry, it is more important

than ever to build sustainable

and successful relationships

with your logistics companies.

These are a few areas that can

really help to solidify a proper

partnership.

Education

This is an area that can really

take a business relationship to

the next level. When you find a

logistics company that you feel

has aligned values, educate

them on your business, every-

thing from your values and goals

to operations and challenges.

The more understanding that a

good company has about your

company, it’s more likely they

can suggest better solutions and

strategies. Also, educating your

partners about your product

works in two ways; the more

they understand your product

the more effort they will take to

protect the integrity of that

product and help manage the

supply-chain; and with produce

and food it can act as direct 

consumer education.

Transparency

The more information you

can share with your carrier/

broker the better a program/

project will run. Do you have

certain rates in mind already?

Do you have an incumbent they

are bidding against? Do you

know one of your facilities has

excessive wait-time? All this

information will change how a

carrier/broker plans to service

you. Withholding information

will only cost money and time

down the line. It is better to be

upfront and have a true under-

standing of what everything will

cost and the time involved.

Beware of any carrier/broker

that is significantly cheaper than

everyone else. Either they do

not understand the freight

and/or they will not be able to

effectively service you.

Communication of expectations

Similarly to transparency,

ensure that you communicate

your expectations. Do not

assume carriers/brokers know

everything that needs to be

done with regards to your

freight. Things such as required

transit times, temperatures,

inspections, border require-

ments and even delivery/

shipping requirements that may

seem straightforward may not

be clear to the carrier/broker. In

the same way carriers should be

communicating their 

expectations as well, if you are

not sure if they will charge for

something, be sure to enquire

and get all the cards on the

table.

Collaborate on problem solving

In transportation, it can seem

like one is always “fire fighting”

or problem solving. Why tackle

a problem alone when you have

a team of experts whom you can

work with. Involve your carri-

er/broker in dealing with and

solving challenges. They can

potentially give another view-

point or even suggest possible

solutions from a one-off issue to

major ongoing problems. As the

saying goes, two heads are 

better than one.

Front-line relations

Another way to solidify your

relationships with your carriers

and brokers is to ensure you are

fostering good relations

between drivers and your 

frontline staff.  Educate your

staff about what drivers are

responsible for and what they

are not. Make sure that 

communication is clear, direct

and respectful.  Should there be

problems with a particular 

driver, make sure to call your

carrier/broker with their name

and a clear description of the

issue. Do this at the time. It is

easier to resolve situations when

they happen rather than point-

ing fingers after the fact.

Understanding opportunity cost

Of course pricing for trans-

portation should be competitive

and fair. However, understand

when you are spending too

much time trying to get “the

best price.” As mentioned

before, companies are the

cheapest for a reason, and it

may not always work out well.

Spending a few hours trying to

save two hundred dollars on one

load may feel right at the time,

but really what else could you

have been doing during that

time? Making another sale?

Landing a new customer?

Coming up with business 

strategy? Picking new 

packaging? Working on 

marketing your brand? 

Sometimes the emotional

high from saving money in one

spot is really costing you too

much time to be worth it. Good

carrier/broker partners will want

to make sure they are getting a

good/fair price for you. If you

don’t understand why a rate is

what it is, ask. You will gain

knowledge that can help plan

your business better.

What steps could you take to

improve your relations with

your logistics companies?

MAKING MOVES

Managing a successful 
transportation relationship

Buoyant economies have

resulted in expanded services

by Maersk Line, which will ship

products from Shangai, China

through the Suez Canal and on

to Montreal and Halifax. 

The Maersk Line-operated

weekly service will be a 

five-vessel rotation stopping in

Salerno and La Spezia (Italy),

Fos-sur-Mer (France), Algeciras

(Spain), Montreal and Halifax

(Canada), and Valencia (Spain).

Other Mediterranean markets

will also be conveniently 

connected to the new service

thanks to an integrated tran-

shipment service in Algeciras

and Valencia, with consistent

products to/from the Middle

East, Africa, and Asia. The

exclusive Maersk-operated 

service, the Mediterranean-

Montreal Express, will have its

first sailing on July 2nd, 

departing from Salerno, Italy,

and arriving in Montreal on July

19th.

“With one agreement in

effect to fuel Canadian imports

and exports in the Atlantic and

another one in the works for the

Pacific, this represents only

favourable winds behind the

expansion of our services in

Canada and enables our 

customers to reach new markets

in Europe and Asia,” says Jack

Mahoney, president of Maersk

Line Canada. 

Last year, Canadian imports

and exports grew 6.9 per cent, a

barometer of economic health

and prosperity for the country.

For 2018, Maersk forecasts

growth of seven per cent in

maritime container volume with

CETA and CPTPP accords

expected to further support this

development in both transat-

lantic and transpacific trades. In

addition, Maersk expects to see

another year of healthy growth

for Middle East, India,

Pakistan, and Far East imports

which grew more than nine per

cent in 2017 to Canada’s East

Coast. 

Based on feedback from 

customers, and its geographic

location, Montreal was a natural

choice for Maersk Line as a

strategic gateway for this 

service. The Port of Montreal is

well positioned to serve 

consumers in the provinces of

Ontario and Quebec where 

two-thirds of the Canadian 

population reside. 

“The Port of Montreal serves

these two regions via rail and

trucking service for this large

market, where 49 per cent of

discharged cargo goes to

Quebec and a further 29 per

cent to Ontario,” says Sylvie

Vachon, president and Chief

Executive Officer of the

Montreal Port Authority. “The

port, therefore, plays a key role

in boosting Canadian trade and

is a perfect match for importers

and exporters looking for better

transportation solutions with

Canada.”  

The new service will call at

Montreal's Cast terminal, 

operated by MGT, which is

conveniently located closest to

the ocean and offers easy access

to rail and trucking options.

In addition, the service will

make an eastbound call in

Halifax, Nova Scotia, catering to

an important Canadian 

perishable market and 

facilitating refrigerated 

shipments of foodstuffs 

traditionally exported from

Canadian Maritime provinces. 

For more information visit:

www.maerskline.com

Source: Canada Newswire May 23,
2018 news release 

Maersk Line to Montreal   

JENNIFER MORRIS
Dave Lepp, Vineland Growers’ Cooperative reviews trucking operations with one of his drivers. 

Photo by Glenn Lowson. 
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Farm business management
program helps focus Ontario
sweet corn business

LILIAN SCHAER

Snyder’s Sweet Corn in

Caledonia isn’t like most other

direct farm marketers in

Ontario. Instead of growing a

season’s worth of crops from

spring asparagus to fall 

pumpkins, they’ve chosen to

concentrate on a single crop:

sweet corn.

Brenda and Tom Snyder

dedicate 85 of their farm’s 160

acres to growing fresh-market

sweet corn. About two years ago

they began talking about 

moving away from servicing

multiple area corn stands to 

selling 100 per cent of their

sweet corn directly from their

own farm stand location. 

It was Tom’s father who had

started with sweet corn in 1981,

selling to a predominately

wholesale market. The Snyder

family sold their dairy herd in

1997, and Tom and Brenda took

over the sweet corn business

from Tom’s parents, Charlie

and Lily, in 2003. 

As the local food movement

grew, the Snyders moved away

from volatile wholesale markets,

opening corn stands in their

local communities, selling at the

St. Jacob’s market, and servicing

fruit stands in the Niagara

Region. It was a lot of work,

though, and as their local cus-

tomer base grew, their transition

to retail on the farm began. 

Challenging weather and

labour shortages in 2017 caused

them to fast track their five-year

plan into a one-year transition

into on-farm retail. 

“Now, after not quite 40

years in the business, we are

100 per cent retail at our single

farm stand location, “ says

Brenda Snyder.  We stick to our

mandate of ‘fresh picked today’

and anything that doesn’t sell

the day it gets picked is 

donated to Hamilton Food

Share. We’re a real family farm

– Tom’s dad is still a part of the

operation and we rely on our

extended family, including our

seven children, to help make

this work.”

It was at a Farm Credit

Canada event that they heard a

presentation about farm 

business management by Rob

Hannam, president of Synthesis

Agri-Food Network and lead

instructor of the Agri-Food

Management Institute’s (AMI)

popular Advanced Farm

Management Program (AFMP).  

His talk made them start

thinking about their farm, and

the importance of finding a

direction and creating a road

map for their business. So when

AMI launched an AFMP last

year specifically adapted to the

needs of Ontario’s direct farm

marketing operations, Brenda

and Tom became part of the

program’s first cohort.  

“We like to do things as a

couple on the farm, but after a

difficult season we weren’t able

to do some of the more 

expensive business manage-

ment training programs,” she

says. “However, we found we

could make AFMP work. If we

are investing our time and

financial resources in training, it

needs to be valuable and 

provide two to three good 

takeaways to make it 

worthwhile.” 

It was an experience the

Snyder’s say had numerous 

benefits for their business,

especially because the content

was different for each session

and was very focused on farmers

marketing their products 

directly to consumers. 

AFMP helped direct the

Snyders to prioritize improve-

ments to their retail operation

this year, but according to

Brenda Snyder, the most 

important takeaway was 

business analysis and 

understanding financial ratios

for the very first time. 

Gauging profitability can be

particularly challenging in direct

marketing where farmers are

handling a lot of cash on a daily

basis - it can be hard to 

determine whether they’re 

actually making money. 

“We both had a-ha moments

with this – the ratios are inde-

pendent of what is happening in

the operation so we can gauge

our growth better on ratios than

on numbers,” she explains.

“Analyzing numbers properly

helps you realize if you have to

raise prices, for example. The

numbers don’t lie -- if we want

to be here in the long run, we

have to charge enough to make

a profit.”

Another useful learning

opportunity for Brenda was

around social media. Although

she’d been active on Facebook

since 2011, she had never

expanded into other social

media networks, such as

Instagram where she discovered

users were already posting

about Snyder’s Sweet Corn.

After AFMP, she and Tom

have refocused on having r

egular weekly meetings and

treating the farm like a 

business. 

“I’m really glad we did this

course and would encourage

others to do it as well. The

course is only as good as the

effort you put into doing your

homework, but it’s important

for farmers to treat their farms

more like businesses and make

the time to do this kind of 

training,” she believes. 

The next AFMP for direct

farm marketers will run over

five days from November 2018

until January 2019. More 

information is available at

advancedfarmmanagement.ca.   

AMI receives funding from

the Canadian Agricultural

Partnership, a federal-

provincial-territorial initiative.

Visit takeanewapproach.ca.

Lilian Schaer is a freelance writer
based in Guelph, Ontario.

Rob Hannam, Synthesis Agri-Food Network leads an Advanced Farm Management Program.
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Government programs
strengthen Ontario farm 
businesses   

Fruit and vegetable growers face a
triple threat each year: challenging
weather, high costs, and fluctuating
markets in Canada and abroad.
Then there are the other challenges
growers may face, such as insects,
disease and wildlife damage. It
leads to a key question for each
grower: What is the best way to 
protect my farm business?

For Ontario fruit and 

vegetable growers, Agricorp

delivers a number of affordable

government programs and plans

that can help protect their 

businesses. These include

AgriStability, Production

Insurance, SDRM: Edible

Horticulture and the Edible

Horticulture Support Program.

“In tough times, these 

programs can help protect farm

businesses,” said Agricorp

senior industry specialist

Rebecca Metzger. “More than

23,000 Ontario producers take

advantage of these programs

every year.”

In the last five years, fruit

and vegetable farmers received

$300 million in payments from

these programs.  

“With these programs, 

producers can be proactive with

their risk management while

reducing their need for ad hoc

solutions,” said Metzger. “This

gives them dependable 

coverage and peace of mind.” 

HOW PROGRAMS

RESPOND

Weather

An early frost, too much or

not enough rain, hail, and even

massive windstorms can wreak

havoc on crops and threaten a

farm’s bottom line.  

In 2012, a spring frost 

devastated Ontario fruit farms,

leading to the highest claims in

the history of the Production

Insurance plan for fruit.

Affected apple producers

received $27 million, which was

crucial in offsetting their losses

that year.  

Programs can also change to

ensure they continue to meet

the needs of producers. Recent

improvements to Production

Insurance plans include added

coverage for trees and vines.

Also, apple, tender fruit and

grape growers may now qualify

for insurance coverage on their

trees and vines in their first year

of insurance.

Costs

Rising costs can mean the

difference between a profitable

year and a challenging one. 

Greenhouse growers, for

example, are especially affected

by energy costs. From 2013 to

2016, producers received more

than $30 million in AgriStability

payments to compensate for

declines in income. 

Other growing expenses,

such as equipment and labour

costs, can also increase the risk

producers face. 

That is why they also have

access to SDRM: Edible

Horticulture, a self-directed risk

management plan that allows

participants to access govern-

ment contribution, and the

Edible Horticulture Support

Program, a two-year program

that provides Ontario producers

with financial support to help

them adjust to new and 

challenging cost pressures.

Market conditions

Fluctuating market prices

and/or the changing availability

of markets for fruits or vegeta-

bles can put farm businesses at

risk. The fluctuating value of

the Canadian dollar and 

unpredictable world markets

can also pose challenges. 

Programs can help producers

who are struggling due to 

market conditions. When the

Kraft Heinz Company stopped

production in Leamington in

2013, AgriStability was a vital

lifeline for many Ontario tomato

growers who experienced losses

because of the closure.   

For details about Agricorp

programs and how to 

participate, farmers can visit

agricorp.com or call 

1-888-247-4999. 

Source:  Agricorp 

Cherry trees destroyed by windstorm

Frosted apple blossoms

More than 23,000 Ontario producers take 
advantage of these programs every year.

~ REBECCA METZGER, AGRICORP SENIOR 
INDUSTRY SPECIALIST

“

“



KAREN DAVIDSON 

Where can you borrow

$100,000 interest-free?  It’s not

a trick question. The

Agricultural Credit Corporation

(ACC) administrates a federal

Advance Payment program and

an Ontario Commodity Loan

Program for farmers that is

under-utilized in the words of

CEO Jaye Atkins.

“This is not your dad’s pro-

gram,” says Atkins. What was

once a burdensome process has

been streamlined in recent

years to 20 minutes on the

phone with an ACC agent and a

pre-populated application form

that can be authorized with an

electronic signature. In about 15

days, funds are electronically

deposited.  

That’s the essence of the

application process which

requires appropriate financials:

a void cheque, the farm’s most

recent financial statement, birth

certificate, articles of incorpora-

tion (if it’s an incorporated com-

pany) and the account number

of your AgriStability account.  

ACC does about $350 to $450

million of business every year,

primarily in British Columbia

and Ontario. About 20 per cent

of that business is related to

horticulture.  

“Many of the crops in these

two provinces are actually simi-

lar,” explains Atkins. “They are

orchard crops, vegetables and

greenhouse produce.”  

Under the federal Advance

Payments Program, up to

$400,000 is available in any

given year, with the first

$100,000 interest-free. The bal-

ance is loaned at the Bank of

Montreal prime rate which is

currently 3.45 per cent. Up to

18 months is allowed for repay-

ment. For greenhouse growers

and fall-seeded crops, funds can

be accessed as of November 1.

For the remainder of crops,

funds are available as of April 1.  

Under Ontario’s Commodity

Loan Program, ACC can loan up

to $750,000 for a line of credit

per year. The interest rate is the

prime rate with up to 15 months

for repayment. Advances are

based on up to 75 per cent of

the value of the agricultural

commodity, specifically apples,

grapes and processing vegeta-

bles. Under this program, funds

are available January 1 for

grapes and apples.  Funds are

available February 1 for spring

seeded crops. Repayments are

due February 28th of the fol-

lowing year. 

For more details, call 1-888-

278-8807 or visit www.agcredit-

corp.ca 
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Ag lending on the move 

KAREN DAVIDSON 

More data. Big data. 

It’s all becoming overwhelming for farm operators

who are expanding for economies of scale. Software

programs that can help manage and analyse the specific

needs of horticulture are in demand.

PickTrace is an example of a software program that

quickly caught on in the United States five years ago.

Founded by the Steed brothers, Austin and Harrison,

the company had its seeds in necessity – tracking the

labour rates of those hand-harvesting blueberries on

their parent’s farm near San Diego, California. It

worked so well that the first paying client was a 2,000-

acre blueberry farm in Oregon. Since then, word of

mouth has carried the program to Mexico, Peru,

Australia, Chile and now Canada. 

“This is a program that tracks who is doing what,

when and where, by what variety,” explains Harrison

Steed.  “It’s flexible enough to be customized to any

crop. The analysis can show the costs per acre or costs

per pound.”  

Steed talks the language of growers when he says

that individual farms or blocks of land can be tracked.

That’s exactly the challenge that growers face with

rented land or disparate tracts a distance from home

base. He aptly calls PickTrace a workforce and harvest

management tool for sizable operations. For best return

on investment, he suggests that growers with 150

employees and more will benefit. 

PickTrace is available by filling out a questionnaire

and buying an annual license. A project lead is assigned

who will customize the program to your operation and

who will train employees. The understanding is that

there may be lots of turn-over in employees, so the idea

is keep the system simple.  

The benefits are multifold in every organization.

The analysis of produce harvested helps the manager

estimate sales for today and to forecast for a week.

Workers can be scheduled to handle peaks in harvest

volume or be redeployed to other duties.

“It’s the visibility of what’s happening in the field

right now,” says Steed. “You can evaluate how a crew is

performing as well as the quality of produce picked.” 

With wage rates rising everywhere – British

Columbia’s wage rate rose to $12.65 per hour on June 1

-- and different wage rates for different categories of

workers, PickTrace can sort out the complexities and

aggregate data. 

Golden Eagle Berries, Pitt Meadows, British

Columbia is currently using the PickTrace system.

Steed estimates that in all countries, the program is

used on 100,000 acres of blueberries. 

PickTrace is based in Emeryville, California.  For

more information, go to www.picktrace.com. 

PickTrace software enables real-time analysis of harvesting costs 
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Pain points at your on-farm market
can be relieved 

FOCUS: BUSINESS PLANNING

KAREN DAVIDSON

Many skill sets are required to run an

on-farm market, but probably the most

valuable is analyzing how to make the

various components work towards profit.

What are some of the common pain

points? Refreshing inventory from sever-

al local vendors?  Managing staff hours?

Identifying, in real time, what produce

items are driving revenue?

All of these questions are normal for

the hundreds of on-farm retailers across

the country.  The horticultural sector

came to the attention of Pineapple

Bytes, a software reseller for National

Cash Register (NCR) about three years

ago when it started in Dartmouth, Nova

Scotia. With a few growers as clients, the

company invested in a booth at the

Ontario Fruit and Vegetable Convention

in February 2018.  

“I know we can add value,” says

Drew Davis, senior account executive,

Pineapple Bytes. “This is software for

small business operators who see value

in automation. The data can help make

better staffing decisions and identify

what’s driving revenue.” 

The company is a reseller of the 

program CounterPoint which is point-of-

sale (POS) management software.

Transactions are linked to customer pro-

files, loyalty programs and gift cards. It’s

also a system for vendors and accounts

receivables, a linked function that can

save duplication on the accounting end.  

Long-time Ontario client Heeman’s

strawberries has used the software for

several years with success.  

“We’re impressed with the fact that

everything is visible on the screen or

within two taps,” says Will Heeman,

chief daymaker. With responsibility for

sales and marketing, he helps oversee a

retail greenhouse, garden centre and

strawberry operation near Thorndale,

Ontario.  

A touch screen displays top-selling

items for fast transactions with category

tabs making other items only one tap

away. The software is indispensable 

during the high-traffic garden centre 

season in May.  

“We’re still happy with Pineapple

Bytes and the service agreement for

$1,400 per year,” says Heeman. “The

service has been very, very good.”

With experience in traceability 

programs, Heeman shares a key learning.

When buying software, beware cus-

tomized programs built by mom-and-pop

shops. If the technical person becomes

unavailable or the business ceases to

exist, you’re out of luck for support. 

“I don’t want a software program

that’s unique,” explains Heeman. “I

want to be one of thousands who have

trialed and tested the product so that all

the questions have been asked before.”  

“When installing a point-of-sale soft-

ware program, think small and simple at

the start,” he continues. “Don’t try to

build something all-encompassing and

super detailed right away -- you’ll only

bury yourself in data. If you assign a 

barcode to a particular flavour of jam,

you will have to maintain it forever.” 

At the Heeman’s operation, six per-

manent touch screen units are deployed.

Each unit also has a display to allow 

customers to follow the transaction. This

feature gives the customer transparency

and makes the clerk accountable. 

Next year’s step is to equip cashiers

with iPads outfitted with CP Mobile. For

$15 per month, these iPads act as

portable checkouts. If the customer line

is getting too long, a cashier can start

processing orders on the floor.  

Heeman quips: “My grandfather used

to say: never make a customer wait to

give you their money.”

Jocelyn Lamoure, one of Heeman’s daymakers, serves a customer who has choices of

berries and cream latte, plants from the garden centre or a quart of 7 am-picked

strawberries. The POS screen is programmed with the 30 top-selling items and key

category buttons. 



There are multiple reasons a

strawberry field could have low

vigour or slow growth. A 

common issue berry growers

and consultants have seen this

year is cyclamen mite damage,

reducing vigour and affecting

yields of June-bearing 

strawberries. Could cyclamen

mites be causing damage to

your fields? It is important to

recognize cyclamen mite 

damage as early as possible to

begin to manage this 

challenging pest and stop the

population from growing. Did

your fields have reduced vigour

this season? Are leaves 

toughened and crinkled? Was

new growth short and small?

Cyclamen mite could be the

prime suspect. Check your

fields for these symptoms and

for the mites, and if you find

symptoms OR mites, begin to

use the management steps 

listed below.  

Identifying cyclamen mites: 

Walk your fields and check

new, unexpanded foliage 

looking for mites and eggs.

These mites are very small and

hard to see with the naked eye.

They can be recognized by

their egg masses, which look

like piles of salt on the midrib

of folded, young leaves, but

often the damage will be

noticed first. 

Recognizing damage:

High infestations can lead to

distorted, crinkled, toughened

leaves and can stunt plant

growth. This was very evident

in a few fields this spring,

where plants lacked vigour,

petioles were short, and leaves

were small and compact around

the crown. In severe situations

you might find damage to the

bloom and developing fruit with

prominent seeds and bronzing.

If mites feed on blossoms they

will wither and die, and yields

could be reduced. 

Check your older fields AND

your new fields for damage. On

the right are a few pictures from

the field this year to help you

identify cyclamen mite damage.

Populations can grow very

quickly and spread around the

farm after a population becomes

established, making it very

important to recognize damage

as soon as possible. In hot tem-

peratures they will move down

to the crown into protected

parts of the plant. They are

often most active in the spring

and fall, and go quiet at renova-

tion. For more information on

life cycle and biology visit the

strawberry page on

Ontario.ca/cropIPM . 

Controlling cyclamen mite: 

Reduce the risk of introduc-

ing cyclamen mites to new

fields. This is very important to

protect your establishing fields.

Cyclamen mites can be carried

to healthy, clean fields on

equipment, clothing, animals

and people. Work in new fields

first before moving to older,

infested fields, and avoid 

planting new fields next to old

ones if possible. 

For chemical control the

most effective time to target

cyclamen mites is when plants

are succulent and actively 

growing, as buds emerge from

the crown, either in the spring

or after renovation. Products

available for cyclamen mite 

control are Agri-mek SC and

Vegol Crop Oil. Apply in a

high-volume spray to ensure

thorough coverage; cyclamen

mites are often protected in the

crowns and a high-volume spray

is needed to drench the leaves

and flower buds. Apply Agri-

mek with a non-ionic surfactant,

and do not use these surfactants

close to Bravo, Echo, Captan,

Maestro, Folpan or Sinbar. After

renovation is a good time for

control, or flag problem areas

now for control in August or

September or in the spring. 

Beneficial mites and thrips

can also be used to control

cyclamen mite, however some

insecticides for berries are hard

on beneficials and use of these

insecticides can lead to mite

flare ups. Avoid using

pyrethroids, and next spring

limit your sprays for clipper

weevil where possible, as 

cyclamen mite and clipper 

weevil are active at the same

time. 

For more information on

what we are finding and 

management practices, follow

the OnFruit 

(onfruit.wordpress.com/ ) blog

to receive regular updates. 

ERICA PATE AND 

HANNAH FRASER

Managing spotted wing drosophila

(SWD) requires an integrated approach,

and it is important to incorporate as

many of these practices as possible to

achieve the best control. Chemical

options are not the only solution.

Incorporate the following practices to

help reduce SWD pressure:

Harvest early, clean and often.

Harvesting every day or two will make a

big difference in controlling SWD.

Remove unmarketable fruit as pickers

move through the field. If there is ripe

fruit in your field this is a host for SWD. 

Ground cover management. Black weed

mats or fabric in between raspberry rows

will radiate heat and reduce the humidi-

ty, reducing the ideal conditions for

SWD. The weed mats will also limit the

ability of the pupae to burrow into the

soil and leave them vulnerable to natural

predators. 

Ensure thorough spray coverage. Most

registered insecticides are targeting the

adult life stage, so it is important that the

insecticides reach the adults in the

canopy. Spray when adults are most

active in the crop, from 6:00-10:00 am

and 6:00-10:00 pm. Prune the canopy to

achieve better coverage as well as 

reducing the favourable environment for

SWD inside the canopy, which prefer

humid, shaded and cool areas. Slow

down and spray every row to ensure

thorough coverage. 

Maintain spray coverage. Begin to use

insecticides once SWD is identified in

your area and there is ripe fruit on your

farm. Reapply insecticides every five to

seven days, and re-apply after a rain. It is

important to use products from different

groups rather than use one product or

group of products repeatedly. There are

seven insecticides available for growers

this season including two emergency use

registrations (see chart).

Check out Ontario.ca/spottedwing for

more information on rates, pre-harvest

intervals, maximum applications and 

re-entry intervals. 

Cold storage after harvest. Cool fruit as

quickly as possible postharvest and

maintain cold storage through all stages

of marketing. Temperatures below 2°C

will slow development of SWD and a

high percentage of eggs and larvae will

be killed in cold storage. 

Follow the OnFruit blog for 

information through the season on SWD,

information on on-farm trapping and

monitoring including salt-water tests,

and an updated list of available products.

Erica Pate is fruit crop specialist and
Hannah Fraser is responsible for
entomology-horticulture, OMAFRA. 
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Cyclamen mite be challenging pest 
for strawberry growers this year   

SWD management toolbox

Crinkled, toughened, leathery leaves from cyclamen mite damage. 

Small and compact leaves around the crown, damaged bloom and

developing berries.

Damaged bloom from cyclamen mite. 
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ASPARAGUS

ASPARAGUS
CROWNS
Millennium

Eclipse
Sandy Shore Farms Ltd.

P: (519) 8753382    
E: info@sandyshore.ca

www.sandyshorefarms.ca

MARKETPLACE
advertising@thegrower.org        866-898-8488 x 221

EQUIPMENT

DON ARTHUR ORCHARD EQUIPMENT
(519) 599-3058 donarthur3@gmail.com     Clarksburg, ON

HYDRAULIC TILT AND LOAD - ACCOMMODATES 5 BINS - ALL
SIZES OF WOOD AND PLASTIC - ORDER EARLY

TURBO-MIST SPRAYERS - 400, 500, 600s IN STOCK

Turbo-Mist 600 Short-turn, tower opt., nice condition $17,950
Turbo-Mist 500 Diaphragm, hydraulic, tall spray tower $15,700
Turbo-Mist 500 Diaphragm pump, low hours, clean $14,200
Bin Carrier (used) as above in good condition COMING

TRADES, CONSIGNMENTS, LEASING, DELIVERY ANYWHERE

REAL ESTATE

SEED AND ROOTSTOCK

SEED AND ROOTSTOCK

Providing quality 
apple trees for 40

years.

• Bench graft
• 9 month bench
• KNIP tree
• Top grafting existing orchard

Brian Van Brenk
31760 Erin Line

Fingal ON, Canada  
N0L 1K0

5199026353
www.vanbrenk.ca

brian@vanbrenk.ca

CONTAINERS & PACKAGING

• MADE IN CANADA
• 2L  & 4L plastic baskets
• Suitable for several products
• Strong durable plastic
• Sturdy handles

• Weather proof
• Air ventilation
• Reliable delivery

www.shouldicefarm.com
613-838-4203  •  shouldice1@bell.net

PLASTIC BASKETS

Gerry Loeters for 
Royal LePage, RCR Realty.
PH. 519-765-4217
Cell. 519-773-6460
loeters@amtelecom.net

High producing orchard
south of Simcoe.Total

100 acres with 60 acres in orchard 2
homes, bunkhouse,machine shed and full
line of equipment. Mix of varieties and age
of trees available. More information 
available.$1.2 million

Very well established 
orchard located north of

Aylmer on # 73 Known as "The Big Apple"
Mostly young trees with new varieties 
coming in full production.Much more 
information available including full list of
equipment. Asking $1,188,000

ORCHARD

ORCHARD

SOLD

BIN CARRIER FOR FRUIT AND VEGETABLES

WARWICK
ORCHARDS & NURSERY LTD.

7056 Egremont Rd. RR8  Watford, ON  N0M 2S0

Tel: (519) 849-6730    Toll free: 877-550-7412
Fax: (519) 849-6731 

Email: warwickorchards@brktel.on.ca

3 Orchard Equipment & Supplies
3 Munckhof Orchard Sprayers
3 Votex Shredders
3 Votex Mowers
3 Tree Stakes & Tie 

Material

QUALITY 
FRUIT TREES

• APPLE on M9, B9 and M26
• Peach on Bailey
• PEAR on Quince

ORDER NOW FOR 
BEST SELECTION

WARWICK
ORCHARDS & NURSERY LTD

7056 Egremont Rd. R.R. #8

Watford, Ontario

N0M 2S0

warwickorchards@brktel.on.ca

Tel: (519) 849-6730

Toll free: 877-550-7412

Fax: (519) 849-6731

Portable irrigation pump, International
Diesel engine. Caprari pump. 
300 gallon tank. Price $16,000

4000XL  Wide Body Cadman
Traveller and gun. Two brand new -
never been used. 25% off new price.
Exceptional offer @ $37,000.00 
Call 519-796-4319



Sylvar Technologies Inc,

based in New Brunswick, is

introducing Loopex FC with a

new mode of action to control

cabbage looper in field 

vegetable crops. 

Cabbage looper can be a very

destructive pest arriving in

growers’ fields from midsum-

mer to fall. Growers will often

combat one to two generations

of this pest in a growing season.

After the adult moth lays eggs,

the hatched larvae begin 

feeding on the foliage through

their five instars during two to

three weeks. 

Loopex is a baculovirus, a

naturally occurring virus that is

lethal to cabbage looper larvae.

It has been selected to infect

and kill cabbage looper larvae

before they can inflict serious

damage on a crop. Loopex FC

targets only cabbage looper and

is safe on beneficials and 

pollinators in the crop. The 

larvae are infected from ingest-

ing the product. The dead 

larvae are liquefied, releasing

more of the lethal infection into

the cabbage looper population. 

Loopex FC provides a

unique mode of action as a tank

mix or rotational partner as part

of a planned insect resistance

management (IRM) program.

Its formulation is compatible

with most insecticide or 

fungicide products currently

utilized by growers. 

Sylvar Technologies Inc is a

member of Andermatt

Biocontrol, a leading developer

of biological solutions globally.

Sylvar is actively developing

biological products for insect

and disease control in agricul-

ture and forestry markets. 

For additional information,

please contact:

SYLVAR Technologies Inc.

1350 Regent Street Fredericton,

N.B. 506-444-5609 
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New biological product to control cabbage
looper in field vegetable crops

MARKETPLACE
advertising@thegrower.org        866-898-8488 x 221

REFRIGERATION

CONTAINERS AND PACKAGING

COOLING EXPERTTSCOOLING EXPERT

.kooljeKOOLJET • (866) 748-7786 • www et.com

@growernews www.thegrower.org

Alert on late blight
from New York state 
DENNIS VAN DYK 

Late blight has been confirmed on tomato

plants near Syracuse, New York (Onondaga

County). As of June 18, the late blight strain is

not believed to be a known or common strain so

the sensitivity to mefenoxam is not yet known.

The late blight confirmation is the first report-

ed in the northeast this season. The find is quite

early and is close enough that potato and tomato

growers in Ontario should be on high alert for

this disease. Scout your fields regularly and

remove any cull piles and volunteers from your

farm.  Ensure you are using a preventative fungi-

cide program incorporating protectant fungicides

and continue to keep new growth protected.

Dennis Van Dyk is a vegetable crop 
specialist, OMAFRA.  

Cabbage looper
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CANADIAN HORTICULTURAL COUNCIL

The farm game on three continents
Canadian growers have been under

an increasing amount of pressure, given

so many new regulatory changes at

once. The Canadian Horticultural

Council (CHC) wrestles with these

issues every day, lobbying federal

departments.  

“When government departments

don’t talk to one another, it’s difficult

for them to understand how all the

demands and disadvantages add up,”

says Rebecca Lee, CHC executive

director. 

“I thought a visual might help, so

our team came up with the script and

got a bilingual illustrator from Montreal

to sketch it for us.”

Patterned after the popular

Monopoly board game, the comic high-

lights some of the most critical issues:

labour, carbon tax, PACA, crop protec-

tion, and the financial burden of some

government programs, such as the cost

recovery program by the Canadian

Food Inspection Agency (CFIA). The

concept of the game makes it clear that

these issues are all the more 

exacerbated when growers are 

competing against the U.S. and Mexico

which don’t have the same challenges. 

The comic was created as a print-

able PDF so that printed copies can be

taken to all meetings. It’s available on

the CHC website at

www.hortcouncil.ca for easy sharing via

social media and email.

Video shoot underway of 
international farm workers 

Video company Hyperactive recent-

ly interviewed workers and farmers at

three farms in Southern Ontario: at

Wilmot Orchards, at Lingwood Farms,

and at Schuyler Farms. The video 

captures a variety of farming types and

crops ranging from blueberries to

asparagus, from apples and cherries to

corn and soy. Workers have varied

backgrounds including Barbados,

Trinidad, Jamaica and Mexico.

An emerging theme from this trip

was one of integration and

personal/career advancement as a 

number of the workers talked about

positive progress in their relationship

with both their employers and with

Canada. 

Next on the video tour: Quebec and

British Columbia!
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